Water-Powered Lighting
The **DELTA FAUCET** Pendant Raincan Shower Head with H2OkineTicTechnology and LED Lighting radiates upscale appeal while creating a soothing ambience in the bathroom. Its water-powered LED lights—no hard-wiring needed—automatically turn on when water is running and off when flow stops. Available in contemporary and traditional styles in various finishes, the pendant showerhead incorporates H2OkineTicTechnology for a drenching spray, using just 2.5 gpm. Its three pendants can be individually adjusted for ideal coverage.
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Miniature Door Hardware
The SDH4 from **DOUG MOCKETT** is a pint-sized version of the company’s larger sliding door hardware set. It can be used on furniture and will add a charming accent to bars, dressers and entertainment centers—or mantles to conceal a television when not in use. Switch out traditional hinged door hardware to not only save space, but also to add an interesting and eye-catching angle to the design motif.
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Universal Slide Dimmer
**EATON** launches a new universal slide dimmer that features ergonomically designed slide controls for simple, precise operation. The new dimmer is easy to install and microprocessor-controlled, providing increased LED compatibility, improved performance and flicker-free dimming for a seamless ambiance. Ideal for residential and light commercial applications, the slide dimmer is available in multiple color options to match and enhance the space. Color change kits come with three color faceplates, offering design flexibility within one product.
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Bright New Colors
**ELDORADO STONE** debuts bright new colors in its European Ledge, RoughCut and Stacked Stone profiles. Koryak Ridge Stacked Stone combines elegance and detail with the simplicity of a panelized system to give the appearance of a precision hand-laid dry-stack set. Sea Cliff European Ledge creates fusion between old-world stonework and modern design by evoking a balance of weather-worn surface contours and precision-cut stone. Loire Valley RoughCut mimics limestone with an assortment of embedded, fossilized artifacts and roughly cleaved, pronounced face.
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Sliding Barn Door
The Flat Track Sliding Barn Door Hardware by **EMTEK** blends customization with quality engineering. To order, select a hanger style—choose between the Modern Rectangular Face Mount, Modern Rectangular Top Mount, Classic Face Mount or Classic Top Mount—and from the six available track lengths. Choose between a solid or spoke wheel style as well as between flat or classic track and hanger fasteners. Decide between Flat Black and Stainless Steel finishes, and an optional soft open/close kit can also be added.
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Surface-Mount Fans
The Pro Series from **FANTECH** offers reliable and economical surface-mount bath fans for new construction or remodels in either single packaging or contractor packs that feature four each rough-in and trim kits packed separately for convenience during the installation and trim-out. The Pro Plus features a multi-speed selectable fan with built-in occupancy, humidity sensing and constant run features for ASHRAE 62.2 compliance as well as an energy-efficient DC motor.
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Stationary Awnings
**FEENEY** launches a line of stationary awnings designed to provide protection in a wide variety of climates and settings. Constructed of powder-coated aluminum and strong polycarbonate panels for long-lasting durability and defense from the weather, the awnings are available in two styles: Icon, a streamlined design with clean lines and curves, and Era—a classical design with a more ornate look and feel. A modular approach simplifies installation and also enables the selection of components based on project and design preferences.
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Laminate Wall Panels
Fibo Wall Panels are now available in the U.S. through a partnership between **INNOVATIVE BUILDING SOLUTIONS** and **FIBOUSA**. The contemporary, high-pressure laminate panel—a solution for bathrooms, showers, kitchens and more—eliminates the need for backer boards, membranes, glue and grout. Fit the wall system directly onto wood or steel studs or even existing walls, then the panels click, lock and seal together, similar to tongue-and-groove panels. Incorporating recent tile trends, the large-format faux tile designs include a variety of finishes, interior surfaces and sizes.
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